WRITING TOGETHER,
WE CHANGE THE WORLD.

Writers Collective of Canada is a charitable
organization that inspires exploratory
writing in community to empower every voice,
celebrate every story, and change the world.
Our unique writing workshop method ignites
strong, authentic voices of one and all,
targeting traditionally underserved populations
and unheard individuals nationwide.

OUR VISION
Through writing together, we empower every voice, celebrate every story, and
change the world.

“ By writing I rescue myself under all sorts
of conditions.”
						

We accomplish our work through trained
volunteer facilitators and program partners.

— William Carlos Williams

WE BELIEVE
Everyone is a writer.
Every person has innate creative genius. It exists regardless of prior writing experience or
formal education. Every life is abundant to inspire powerful writing and art. Illuminating
those stories creates positive personal transformation.

Every voice deserves to be heard.
We extend opportunity, dignity, and respect to everyone who wishes to write. Our
workshops celebrate voice inclusive of race, ethnicity, class, age, gender, sexual
orientation, mental and physical ability.

We are all connected through story.
Stories have the power to remove barriers of difference and to broaden perspectives.
By writing together and listening to others, we connect with the common humanity
that bonds us all.

Brave spaces inspire brave voices.
By creating brave spaces, we empower individuals to grow as writers. We facilitate
non-judgmental, exploratory, and dignified community where deep listening is as
important as risk-taking in writing.

Writing together, we change the world.
Social change happens one empowered voice at a time. Every day, in our workshops,
people claim their stories, often for the first time. By unlocking strength and resilience,
our writers positively shape their lives, ignite human connection, and influence the lives
of others.

HOW WE SERVE
To celebrate innate creative genius in every person through exploratory
writing in community, we:
• Provide exploratory writing workshops in community, cultivating connection
through story.
• Celebrate voice with a strong focus on underserved populations and traditionally
unheard voices.
• Ignite deep creative expression that amplifies connection between people,
strengthens resilience and a positive sense of identity, and enhances societal
well-being.
• Create brave spaces and promote dignity, courage, and respect for all voices in
the room.
• Pioneer, promote, share, and extend our transformational workshop method.
• Teach, mentor, and empower facilitators and community partners to use our
method to serve the needs of local populations.
• Work with community service agencies to provide a powerful, non-clinical mode
of support for their members.

“ The function of freedom is to free
someone else.”
						

— Toni Morrison

“ I used to think I was just an addict. Now I
see that I am more than that. In creative
writing today, I saw that I am creative, that
I am a writer, and that I just might have
something to give back after all.”
					

— WCC Writer, Anishnawbe Health

WHO WE SERVE
Writers of all experiences
Our workshops welcome everyone who wishes to write, regardless of prior
experience or education. Our writers are those willing to explore and take risks while
listening to others do the same.

Volunteer facilitators
Our facilitators are volunteers who support WCC’s vision and mission by providing
free exploratory writing workshops. WCC facilitators are the frontlines of our
organization and we provide them with training and support.

Program partners
Our program partners—including associations and agencies—bring WCC’s
exploratory writing workshop methodology to their organizations and constituents.
They provide facilitators who are trained in the WCC method and incorporate
exploratory writing workshops into their programs and services.

Funders
Our funders include sponsors and donors who align with and support WCC’s vision
and wish to help enable our mission.

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE
WCC celebrates each and every voice through exploratory writing in community. In
our workshops, we create a space of dignity, courage, and respect for all writers.
Simple yet profound, a WCC workshop inspires and reflects a writer’s voice back
to them. We discover magnificent writing not by focusing on technique but by
illuminating the innate strength of authentic voice and empowering it to grow.
Through writing together and listening to others, WCC writers discover and cultivate
their voices, inspire others with their stories, and celebrate diversity within their
communities.

“ What happens in a WCC workshop? Magic is
the word we often hear. Words from those who
are surprised by the depth of their creativity
seem to spring from an unknown source. Poets
are discovered. Buried voices, long without
vitality, return to life. Dreams are conceived. Lost
individuals often connect deeply.”
				

– Susan Turk-Mozer, Founder, WCC

OUR VOICE
Our voice is celebratory: we are passionate about our vision and mission and we
are enthusiastic about the individuals who come together
to write and listen with us.
Our voice is purposeful:

we choose our words with intent, eschewing trends and
buzzwords for language that reflects our unique mission
and the authenticity we value.

Our voice is elevating:

we proudly amplify the magnificent voices that come to
life in our workshops and acknowledge the risk-taking
through which those voices grow.

Our voice is rigorous:

we favour the language of powerful action—exploring,
inspiring, and celebrating.

These are some of our favourite words and phrases:
• Writing together

Brave spaces

• Exploratory writing in community

Authentic voice

• Cultivating connection through story

Transformation

• Unlocking strength and resilience

Ignite

• Innate creative genius

Illuminate

• Stories told for the first time

Celebrate

Discover

“ We are all connected to one another and the
mystery at the heart of the universe through our
strange and marvelous ability to create words.
When we write, we create, and when we offer
our creation to one another, we close the wound
of loneliness and may participate in healing the
may be the best gifts we have to give.”
— Pat Schneider (1934 – 2020),
Founder, AWA (Amherst Writers and Artists Method)
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